Blogging While Female: How Internet Misogyny Parallels "Real-World" Harassment

Jill Filipovic†

In early March 2007, The Washington Post published a front-page article titled "Harsh Words Die Hard on the Web: Law Students Feel Lasting Effects of Anonymous Attacks." 1 It detailed an online message board called AutoAdmit, wherein anonymous posters leave hundreds of comments every day about law school admissions, top schools, and law firms—along with sexualized and sexually aggressive comments about female law students, whose pictures are regularly posted for commenters to evaluate. All of the women quoted in the article asked to remain anonymous out of fear that the posts on the message board might have negative consequences for their employment prospects. The article hit a nerve—because I was one of the women whose pictures and personal information were posted on AutoAdmit.

I found my name on AutoAdmit just after starting my first semester of law school at New York University. A fellow student emailed me a link to messages about "Jill F at NYU," and I took a look around the board. My name came up several times, and was clearly a running joke that I didn’t get—someone would post something like, “Did an NYU student just spew on himself in torts?” and another would respond, “Was it Jill F?” Other posts made it clear that people on the board knew where I had spent the previous summer, what I looked like, and even the ethnicity of my boyfriend. Some anonymous commenters mentioned meeting me or seeing me at school. Others were aware of my feminist activism and threw out the usual slurs: bitch, whore, cunt.

I spent two years writing a feminist newspaper column, and I run a popular feminist blog (feministe.us). I’ve gotten my fair share of harassment and name-calling. I have fairly thick skin. But this felt different—this involved people I go to school with, whom I could not identify, but who knew me. I stopped
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making an effort to talk to my new classmates, I skipped a few days of class, and I stopped reading the message board.

A few months later, in January 2006, someone alerted a non-law-school friend of mine to more posts about me on AutoAdmit. I parsed through the board, and discovered notes about “Jill sightings.” I found comments reading, “that nose ring is fucking money, rape her immediately;” “I know that girl. Shes a feminazi. She’s the person always writing in washington square news [sic] about how men should be killed. She’s an incoming IL. Uber-left wing, crazy bitch about sums it up;” “She would be a good hate flick;” and “I really want to kick her in the box for some reason.” Someone posted my full name, email address, and AOL screen name. Several pictures of me were posted, and commenters weighed in on my appearance, complete with more remarks about sexual violence.²

After having remained silent about the posts for almost six months, I reacted on my own blog and posted about AutoAdmit. Eventually one of the AutoAdmit moderators got in touch with me via AOL instant messenger, and we declared a truce. He told the AutoAdmit posters to stop talking about me and I went back to blogging about feminist politics. Again, I stopped reading the message board.

Until a year later, when another NYU Law student emailed me with a link, this time to an online beauty contest for “The ‘Most Appealing’ Women @ Top Law Schools.” And under “The Girls,” along with a dozen other women from top law schools, there was J.F. at NYU, complete with pictures. One of the pictures was of me in a bathing suit, taken when I was on the beach in Greece. All were taken from my personal online photo account. At the bottom of the beauty contest site was a reference to AutoAdmit.³

I emailed the contest creators twice, asking to be removed.⁴ They refused and posted the content of one of my emails on the AutoAdmit board. The contest creators were regular posters on AutoAdmit, though not the owners or moderators of the site; the site owners claim they had nothing to do with the contest’s creation. Nevertheless, the contest and the message board were clearly tied, and the board was full of comments about the “Most Appealing” women. The contest was eventually taken down, but not because of complaints from women whose pictures were posted without their consent—rather, one of the contest creators, who goes by the handle “PaulieWalnuts,” angered other AutoAdmit regulars when he posted the full name of an AutoAdmit and “Most
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Appealing” contest reader who happens to be a male attorney at a major New York firm. Turning the contest over to the owners of AutoAdmit was PaulieWalnuts’ punishment, and the AutoAdmit owners took it down. Few posters seemed to mind that the pictures and personal information of female law students had also been posted.

Then the *Washington Post* article came out, setting off a storm of discussion on the AutoAdmit board and on legal and political blogs all around the Internet. The overriding themes of AutoAdmit defenders: Women who put their pictures online cannot complain when they are harassed; women should be grateful for the positive attention; women who speak out just want attention; and the women who object to having their privacy violated are trying to shut down First Amendment rights. In response to accounts from some of the “Most Appealing Women” contestants and other women crudely discussed on AutoAdmit about their difficulty getting jobs despite having good grades at top schools, University of Wisconsin law professor and blogger Ann Althouse wrote, “Too beautiful to appear in public? Too hot to be hired? Come on! What rational employer would deny you a job because idiots chatted about you online in a way that made it obvious that the only thing you did was look good?”


The owners of AutoAdmit, Jarret Cohen and Anthony Ciolli, told The Washington Post that the women in the contest invited harassment by posting their pictures online and on social networking sites like Facebook—‘in other words, they were asking for it. Others argued that female law students could not possibly expect to have their privacy respected if they dared to post images of themselves on the Internet. One has to wonder what this means for the privacy rights of the more than 100-million other people who use MySpace and Facebook.

The argument that women who have the audacity to show their faces online are asking to be demeaned and threatened with sexual violence is one that is leveled, quite simply, only at women. And the AutoAdmit incident is hardly a unique story, rather, it is one event in a broader established pattern on the Internet of usually anonymous commenters harassing and sexually demeaning women in an effort to intimidate them out of public participation. Sexual assault has long been critiqued by feminists as a tool for the broad social oppression of women, with Susan Brownmiller famously arguing that, “It is nothing more or less than a conscious process of intimidation, by which all men keep all women in a state of fear.” At the heart of this aggression seems to be a more generalized offense at women’s public presence in “men’s” spaces—in politics, at law schools, online.

Earlier this year, feminist bloggers Amanda Marcotte and Melissa McEwan were hired by John Edwards to run his presidential campaign blog. Both women received threats in addition to standard harassment from anonymous emailers and other bloggers—much of which, as Marcotte wrote on her blog
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Pandagon, "could be summed up, 'You have a pottymouth, you stupid cunt.'"\(^{15}\) Besides claims that the women needed "a good fucking" and were "filthy mouth slut[s]," Marcotte reports that several e-mail writers made rape threats,\(^{16}\) and McEwan was harassed at her home.\(^{17}\) Most of the threatening emails included some sort of sexual comment. And anonymous individuals were hardly the only ones sending sexist messages: Mainstream commentators, bloggers, and conservative pundits focused on Marcotte and McEwan's perceived lack of proper feminine propriety to go after them.

Multiple right-wing male bloggers linked to pictures of Marcotte, with one blogger asserting that she "imagines herself as some vixen, her career existing a notch above the skin trade."\(^{18}\) One commenter referred to Marcotte as a man, a "he-she," and "one of those transgender things."\(^{19}\) McEwan's picture was also linked to by a commenter who called her a "total skank."\(^{20}\) Still others weighed in on Marcotte and McEwan's physical appearance, debating whether they were "hotties" and whether the men would have sex with either woman.

The "hot or not" game is standard fodder for attacks on women—feminist women in particular. For example, Google "boobgate" and you will undoubtedly come across a picture of Jessica Valenti, the twenty-eight-year-old editor of the popular site Feministing.com.\(^{21}\) Valenti was one of several prominent bloggers invited to meet President Bill Clinton last September. A group photo was taken, with Valenti standing toward the front. In the photo, Valenti is young, pretty, and has breasts—and that was enough for all hell to break loose in conservative blogging circles. "Jessica writes one of those blogs that are all about using breasts for extra attention," wrote Ann Althouse, the same blogger who weighed in on the AutoAdmit debacle, in a post titled "Let's
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16. Id. ("It's just too bad your mother didn't abort you. You are nothing more than a filthy mouth slut. I bet a couple of years in Iraq being raped and beaten daily would help you appreciate America a little. Need a plane ticket?").
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take another look at those breasts.” Althouse continued, “Then, when she goes to meet Clinton, she wears a tight knit top that draws attention to her breasts and stands right in front of him and positions herself to make her breasts as obvious as possible?” Cracks about Monica Lewinsky, blue dresses and interns ensued. Jessica’s picture was plastered all over right-wing blogs, with the requisite evaluation of her attractiveness, her chest, her choice of clothing, and her sexual allure. Valenti, the only explicitly feminist blogger at the gathering—which included five other women—was also the only blogger in the photograph targeted by large-scale harassment.

Eighteen-year-old Liz Funk wrote a piece titled “Feminist? Or Just -Ing?” for the Huffington Post blog, weighing in on what other feminists and self-proclaimed feminists were saying about Valenti. She described Valenti as “perky, educated (and cute),” gave credence to Althouse’s accusations, and characterized Feministing’s content as “cute” and “bubbly,” while noting disapprovingly that the first woman to comment in support of Valenti’s reaction to the scandal was an empathetic “fetish model.” And while, by the end of the post, she grudgingly supported Feministing, Funk spent ample time criticizing Valenti for writing about sex and boobs—“[n]early everyday, [Feministing] is updated with risqué and often sexually implicative content. Its logo is the silhouette of a sexy woman showing off her curves.” She also argued that Feministing’s emphasis on sex is not unusual for “us[ing] women’s sexuality to attract women readers. Sex sells . . . and women buy it.” While it may be true that sex sells, Feministing is a website that regularly tackles issues like reproductive rights, sexual harassment, and breast cancer—its coverage of sex is more to educate than to titillate.

While feminist women are attacked more frequently, they are not the only targets. Being a woman in a traditionally male-dominated career, like law or technology, seems on its own sufficient to spark sexualized online harassment.
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The women targeted by AutoAdmit are one example; technology blogger Kathy Sierra is another.29 Sierra stopped blogging in March 2007 after receiving a series of threats of hanging, suffocation, throat-slitting, and rape, as well as having her home address, social security number, and other personal information posted online. A photograph of Sierra was altered to feature her head in a noose.30 One commenter wrote about having “open season” on her, and that “this includes the famous bruise o flex memory foam allowing you to beat this bitch with a bat, raise really big welts, that go away after an hour, so you can start again.”31 In the comments section of her post about the threats, a person posting under the name “Hitler” wrote, “Better watch your back on the streets whore . . . Be a pity if you turned up in the gutter where you belong, with a machete shoved in that self righteous little cunt of yours.”32

While many in the blogosphere rallied around her, detractors accused her of overreacting33 and whoring for attention.34 Even Markos Moulitsas—the owner of Daily Kos, the most popular progressive blog on the Internet—wrote that bloggers like Sierra exaggerated death threats and should get off the computer if they are unwilling to ignore harassment.35 “Look, if you blog, and blog about controversial shit, you’ll get idiotic emails,” Moulitsas wrote. “Most of the time, said ‘death threats’ don’t even exist—evidenced by the fact that the crying bloggers and journalists always fail to produce said ‘death threats’ . . . If they can’t handle a little heat in their email inbox, then really, they should try another line of work.”36

These tactics—the rape threats, the manufactured First Amendment outrage, the scrutiny over physical appearance, the shock at women asserting themselves, the argument that people who take threats seriously are
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33. E.g., Comments thread on Digg.com entry linking to Sierra, supra note 31, Death Threats Against Bloggers are NOT “Protected Speech” (Kathy Sierra): To Where Has the Blogging Community gone?, Mar. 26-28, 2007, http://www.digg.com/tech_news/Death_threats_against_bloggers_are_NOT_protected_speech_Kathy_Sierra.
34. Comment by zomg on Sierra, supra note 31, Mar. 27, 2007 (“Christ, shut the fuck up you dumb slut. Nobody cares. Go whore for attention elsewhere.”).
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overreacting, the assertion that women want and like sexualized insults—are long-standing tools used to discredit and cut down women who transgress traditional gender roles and challenge male authority.

Second-wave feminist Kate Millet was put on the cover of *Time Magazine*, only to be viciously attacked for her sexuality and her failure to conform to conventional beauty standards—macho English actor Oliver Reed told her on a late-night British talk show to “Give us a kiss, Big Tits.” The Riot Grrrls of the 1990s were regularly booed at shows for putting girls at the front of the mosh pit, were called man-haters by male musicians and the (now defunct) music weekly Melody Maker, and regularly had audience members calling them bitches, cunts, and sluts and telling them to “take it off” during performances. Female politicians, perhaps best exemplified by Hillary Clinton, are routinely characterized as shrill, bitchy, ball-busting, or hysterical, and are branded as “mannish” or accused of lesbianism.

These kinds of sexualized insults reflect attempts to put women in their place, just as rape threats attempt to keep women fearful in an effort to relegate them to the domestic sphere. Women are routinely warned out of moving through public spaces (walking home alone at night, drinking in bars, going to parties) because “something might happen”—that “something” always a reference to sexual assault. And when women are assaulted, news media, individual women, and even feminist organizations almost always offer a backward-looking evaluation of what she could have done differently to prevent her own victimization. Statistically, women are far more likely to be victimized at home than out of it. Men are much more likely to be the victims of violent crimes in general, and are more likely to be victimized in public. Yet men are rarely admonished for drinking in bars, or lectured about the need to “protect themselves” by curtailing their activities. Sexual assault and, to a greater degree, the very threat of sexual assault, is used to keep women fearful, and to deter them from public participation.

Similarly, street harassment is leveled at women as a reminder that they do not have the same right as men to move through public space. While street harassment today is justified by pointing to what women are wearing or how they are walking, it is hardly a new phenomenon—it reflects long-standing
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discomfort with women who exit the domestic sphere, and a cultural tie between leaving the house and engaging in sexual activity. Traditionally, the defining characteristic of a “common woman” was “not the exchange of money, not even multiple sexual partners, but the public and indiscriminate availability of a woman’s body.”

The anonymous online attacks on female bloggers and law students follow a similar narrative. When women write about politics or technology, or when they pursue an education in a traditionally male field like law, they are reminded of their secondary status through sexualized insults, rape threats, and beauty contests. Men certainly live with their fair share of nasty online attacks, but women are harassed in a very particular way. Men are generally attacked for their ideas or their behavior; when Internet aggressors go after women, they go straight between the legs. They remind her that even if she is a top student at a top law school, her primary purpose is decorative; they remind her that even if she is a popular blogger, her sexual allure (or lack thereof) makes her not worth listening to; they remind women in general that the punishment for displeasing men—even anonymous men online—will be at best sexually insulting, and at worst sexually violent.

Sexual assault and street harassment have hardly kept women inside, and anonymous online insults, threats, and humiliations will not stop women from attending law school or voicing their opinions on the Internet. But they may have a chilling effect. The anonymous men who created the “Most Appealing” law women contest, and the various commentators who weigh in on the appearance of female bloggers, are sending a clear message: You do not have as much of a right to be here as we do.

“The public woman was originally a prostitute,” Susan Faludi, a Pulitzer-Prize winning journalist and author of *Backlash: The Undeclared War Against American Women* and *Stiffed: The Betrayal of the American Man*, told me. “Women, if they wanted to maintain their honor, did not speak in public. Here we see the vestiges of that. You have women who are speaking out, and they’re attacked for their sexuality. Basically, the subtext of all the vitriol they’re getting is, ‘you whore.’ What’s changed?”
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